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Abstract This paper presents analytical and numerical results for two new anisotropic modifications of the Rational and Clark-α LES models. The main difference from their standard
form is that in this study horizontal (as opposed to isotropic) spatial filtering is used, which
is appropriate for turbulent mixing in stratified flows. We present several mathematical results regarding the horizontal Rational and Clark-α LES models. We also present numerical
experiments that support the analytical developments and show that both horizontal LES
models perform better than their standard, isotropic counterparts in approximating mixing
in a 3D lock-exchange problem at Reynolds number Re = 10,000.
Keywords Stratified flows · Horizontal filtering · Rational/Clark-α LES model ·
Boussinesq equations · LES in domains with boundary

1 Introduction
Turbulent mixing of stratified flows plays a fundamental role in the dynamics of the ocean
circulation. This process is particularly important near the surface and the bottom of the
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ocean, near topographic features, near polar and marginal seas, as well as near the equatorial zones [29, 48]. In coastal waters, turbulent mixing is important for the transport and
dispersion of biological species, and coastal discharges, while in the large scale flows, the
irreversible changes in the water mass properties may have implications for the meridional
overturning circulation [37, 38]. One of the main challenges in representing this fundamental process in coastal and ocean general circulation models is the large range of scales in the
ocean.
A promising approach in overcoming this computational challenge is large eddy simulation (LES), which relies on the spatial filtering of the (non-hydrostatic) Navier-Stokes
equations. LES aims at computing the large eddies, which carry out most of the mixing and
transport, are inhomogeneous, long-lived, depend on model geometry and are thus difficult
to model analytically. On the other hand, the smaller eddies are more isotropic, homogeneous, short-lived, universal and can thus be modeled. Since the resolution of the smallest
scales is avoided, the computational cost of LES can be several orders of magnitude less
than that of direct numerical simulation (DNS), in which all dynamical scales of motion are
computed. Numerous LES modeling strategies have been used in the numerical simulation
of mixing in stratified flows. A survey of these LES models is beyond the scope of this
report; the interested reader is referred to, e.g., [1, 30, 36, 41].
This report puts forth two new LES models for the numerical simulation of mixing in
stratified flows: the horizontal Rational LES model and the horizontal Clark-α LES model.
The starting point in the development of these two new LES models is represented by the
isotropic Rational LES model [20] and Clark-α LES model [11]. We mention that both
isotropic models have already been used in the numerical simulation of stratified flows and
have compared favorably to state-of-the-art LES models, such as the dynamic subgrid-scale
LES model [40–42]. The new horizontal LES models (which were announced in [6]), utilize
horizontal spatial filtering instead of the usual isotropic spatial filtering employed in the
derivation of the original Rational and Clark-α LES models. We emphasize that, although
the idea of anisotropic filtering has been employed before, the connection with LES based on
wave number approximation and with the family of α-models, together with the treatment
of boundary conditions is, to the best of our knowledge, original. The main goal of this
report is to investigate both theoretically and numerically the new horizontal Rational and
Clark-α LES models. We also take the opportunity of giving more mathematical details on
the analytical properties of horizontal filtering, and explain why it seems appealing from the
computational point of view.
One of the well-known features of mixing in stratified flows is that filtering seems to be
required only in the horizontal directions, because mixing takes place mainly along these
two directions. Another justification for the use of partial (horizontal) viscosities and/or
filtering comes from the study of Ekman boundary layers for rotating fluids. Indeed, in [13]
and references therein, the system of the Navier-Stokes equations with horizontal viscosity
was considered. These are the main modeling motivations for the two new horizontal LES
models that we study. We also emphasize that the two new horizontal LES models do not
need artificial boundary conditions in the vertical direction. Thus, one of the main hurdles
in the development of robust LES modeling strategies is circumvented.
The horizontal Rational and Clark-α LES models are evaluated in a 3D lock-exchange
problem, which contains shear-driven mixing, internal waves, interactions with boundaries
and convective motions, while having a simple domain, initial and boundary conditions, and
forcing. Instead of taking the more conventional route of applying LES in an oceanographic
setting and comparing with observational results, we set up a canonical benchmark problem,
the lock-exchange problem in an enclosed box domain. In this problem, the vertical barrier
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separating two fluids of different densities is abruptly removed, and counter-propagating
gravity currents initiate mixing via shear. The time evolution of the lock-exchange problem
in an enclosed domain is quite complex, showing shear-driven mixing, internal waves interacting with the flow field and the solid boundaries, gravitationally-unstable phases and flow
transients. Yet, the problem involves simple and unambiguous forcing, initial and boundary
conditions. The rationale for our choice is that, in oceanic cases, the scarcity of observations
and the uncertainties due to sampling errors of measurements, forcing, initialization, and
boundary conditions can obscure the effect of LES modeling. The lock-exchange setup has
long served as a paradigm configuration for studying the spatiotemporal evolution of gravity currents. This benchmark problem has been investigated both experimentally [8, 22–24,
26, 44, 46] and theoretically [2, 45]. The direct numerical simulations in [9, 10, 25] provided detailed information on the dynamics of the lock-exchange problem. The impressive
amount of data and the physical relevance of the lock-exchange problem make it an appropriate benchmark and a natural first step in the thorough assessment of the performance of
the new horizontal Rational and Clark-α LES models.

2 The Horizontal Rational and Clark-α LES Models
To a first approximation, the mixing phenomena can be described mathematically by means
of the Boussinesq system of partial differential equations:
1
1
u + ∇p = − 2 ρ  e3 ,
Re
Fr
1
ρ  = 0.
∂t ρ  + ∇ · (ρ  u) −
Re Pr

∂t u + ∇ · (u ⊗ u) −

with ∇ · u = 0,
(1)

The unknowns (u, p, ρ  ) are velocity, pressure, and “salinity perturbation,” respectively, and
e3 = (0, 0, 1). The non-dimensional parameters are the Reynolds number Re, the Prandtl
number Pr, and the Froude number Fr.
The problem we consider takes place naturally in an elongated domain:
D := {x ∈ R3 : −π < x1 , x2 < π, −d < x3 < d}

with d  1.

The boundary ∂D := {x ∈ R3 : −π < x1 , x2 < π, x3 = ±d} is flat and we enforce periodic
boundary conditions on the “horizontal variables” xh := (x1 , x2 ). We use the subscript “h ”
to denote differential operators acting only on the horizontal variables, and we write h :=
∂x21 + ∂x22 and ∇h := (∂x1 , ∂x2 ).
Since in many instances a phenomenology à la Kolmogorov is not available, the use
of eddy viscosity methods is not completely justified. Thus, we prefer to consider herein
LES methods based on wave-number asymptotics. (A review on this whole family of methods can be found in [5, Chap. 7].) The oldest such method is the “Gradient” one (known
also as Taylor or Clark method and introduced in [32]) with the subfilter-scale stress ten
2
sor τ G (w, w) = α2 ∇w∇wT , where [∇w∇wT ]ij := 3k=1 ∂xk wi ∂xk wj and α is the spatial
filter radius. It is well-known that instabilities occur in the numerical implementation and
that some kind of smoothing must be added in order to have effective simulations, see,
e.g., [21]. Filtered versions of the Gradient model yield the Rational and Clark-α LES
2
2
models, whose subfilter-scale stress tensors read: τ R (w, w) = (I − α4 )−1 α2 ∇w∇wT and
τ C (w, w) = (I −

2
α2
)−1 α2 ∇w∇wT ,
2

respectively. We note that the two LES models also
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involve a shape parameter γ > 0, which is related to the particular spatial filtering utilized.
The Rational LES model has been derived by a rational approximation of wave-numbers,
while the Clark-α LES model is based on analogies with the Helmholtz filtering. The mathematical analysis of these models can be found in [4, 11], while a subtle -but elementarymathematical difference between the two methods is pointed out in [6].
2.1 Derivation of the Horizontal Rational and Clark-α LES Models
To derive the horizontal Rational and Clark-α LES models, we adapt the approach
of [20, 32]. To this end, we consider smoothing acting only on the horizontal variables,
which can be performed by means of convolution with the following kernel: gα (x) =
x 2 +x 2

Exp(− 1α2 2 ). For simplicity, in this section we set the shape parameter γ = 1. By taking the 2D Fourier transform with respect to xh and denoted by Fh , one gets Fh (gα )(k) =
2
Exp(− α4 (k1 2 + k2 2 )). In a standard way, by setting u = gα ∗ u and u = u − u, we observe
that Fh (u)(k) = Fh (gα )(k)Fh (u)(k) + Fh (gα )(k)Fh (u )(k), and we can write


1
− 1 Fh (u)(k).
Fh (u )(k) =
Fh (gα )(k)
1
π α2

This implies the following identities:
Fh (ui uj )(k) = Fh (gα )(k )Fh (ui )(k) ∗ Fh (uj )(k),



1
− 1 Fh (uj )(k) ,
Fh (gα )(k)


− 1 Fh (ui )(k) ∗ Fh (uj )(k),



Fh (ui u j )(k) = Fh (gα )(k) Fh (ui )(k) ∗


Fh (ui uj )(k) = Fh (gα )(k)



1
− 1 Fh (ui )(k)
Fh (gα )(k)



1
∗
− 1 Fh (uj )(k) .
Fh (gα )(k)


Fh (ui uj )(k) = Fh (gα )(k)

1
Fh (gα )(k)

By inserting the Taylor series expansion for Fh (gα )(k)
Fh (gα )(k) = 1 −

α2 2
|k| + O(α 4 )
4

and

α2
1
− 1 = |k|2 + O(α 4 )
Fh (gα )(k)
4

in the previous formulas, and with the standard properties of the Fourier transform, one
formally obtains:
ui uj = ui uj +
ui uj = −

α2
h (ui uj ) + O(α 4 ),
4

α2
h ui uj + O(α 4 ),
4

ui uj = −

α2
ui h uj + O(α 4 ),
4

ui uj = O(α 4 ).

Using these formulas and disregarding the terms formally of higher order (in α), leads to the
following expression for the subfilter-scale tensor for the horizontal version of the Gradient
LES model:
τ hG (w, w) =

α2
∇h w∇h wT ,
2
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where [∇h w∇h wT ]ij := 2k=1 ∂xk wi ∂xk wj .
Following the same approach as above and using the following expansion based on the
(0, 1)-Padé approximation of the exponential
Fh (gα )(k) =

1
1+

α2
4

|k|2

+ O(α 4 ),

α2
1
− 1 = |k|2 + O(α 4 ),
Fh (gα )(k)
4

we get:


−1
−1

α2
α2
α2

ui uj = I − h
ui uj ,
ui uj = −
ui h uj ,
I − h
4
4
4
−1
−1


α2
α4
α2
α2
ui uj = −
h ui uj ,
ui uj =
h ui h uj .
I − h
I − h
4
4
16
4
Substitution into the averaged equations and some algebraic manipulations finally yield the
subfilter-scale stress tensor for the horizontal Rational LES model:

−1 2
α2
α
τ hR (w, w) = I − h
∇h w∇h wT .
4
2
In analogy to Helmholtz filtering of the horizontal Gradient model, one also obtains the
subfilter-scale stress tensor for the horizontal Clark-α LES model:

−1 2
α2
α
τ hC-α (w, w) = I − h
∇h w∇h wT .
2
2
The advantage of the horizontal Rational and Clark-α LES models over their isotropic
counterparts is obvious: From the computational point of view, the inversion of a horizontal Laplacian is significantly more efficient than the inversion of the isotropic one. Another
major advantage of the horizontal LES models is that there is no need to introduce extra/artificial boundary conditions for the Helmholtz operator in the vertical direction. Indeed,
one can simply use w = u in the vertical x3 -direction.
To simplify notation, in what follows we consider the horizontal Rational/Clark-α LES
model:

−1 2
α2
1
α
w + ∇ · I − κ h
∇h w∇h wT + ∇q = f, (2)
∂t w + ∇ · (w ⊗ w) −
Re
4γ
2γ
with ∇ · w = 0. In (2), γ is the shape parameter, and κ = 1 yields the horizontal Rational
LES model, while κ = 2 yields the horizontal Clark-α LES model. As explained in [6], the
different value of the constant κ is responsible for rather different mathematical properties.
It seems that the subfilter-scale stress and the viscous term in (2) have different forms.
Indeed, the viscous term retains its original 3D form, whereas the LES model displays the
horizontal filtering operation. This difference, however, is only in form, since the Laplace
operator in the viscous term is applied to w, which is the horizontally filtered velocity. Thus,
both the viscous term and the LES model in (2) include the horizontal filtering operation,
the former implicitly (through w), and the latter explicitly. The reason for the dependence on
the horizontal filter is displayed explicitly in the LES model and is due to the nonlinear term
∇ · (w ⊗ w); since the Laplacian is linear, the differentiation and filtering operators commute,
and thus the only dependence on horizontal filtering in the viscous term is through w.

8
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2.2 Mathematical Properties of the Horizontal Rational and Clark-α LES Models
In this section, we present several mathematical results that are closely related to the horizontal filtering employed in the derivation of the horizontal Rational and Clark-α LES
models. Of special practical significance is the result in Proposition 1, which shows that the
Helmholtz and Helmholtz-Stokes operators are the same in our setting. We also prove in
Theorem 2 the precise energy balance of the horizontal Rational and Clark-α LES models.
From a practical point of view, this theoretical result allows us to interpret the possible divergence of the numerical solution as a consequence of an inadequate numerical algorithm,
and not of potentially inadequate modeling. We emphasize that we only sketch the proofs of
the theoretical results presented in this section; for more details (including alternative LES
modeling strategies), the reader is referred to [3].
We start by giving some mathematical details on the horizontal filter, in order to show:
(i) the appropriate treatment of its boundary conditions, and (ii) its relation to the Helmholtz
filter. Given a vector field f, an “averaged” field u is defined by solving the following horizontal Helmholtz-Stokes problem:
u − α 2 h u + ∇p = f in D,
∇ · u = 0 in D,
u · n = 0 on ∂D,

(3)

where here and throughout the paper α > 0 will be a fixed constant (the spatial filter radius).
We use the notation


|φ|2 dx < +∞ ,
L2 (D) := φ : D → R, xh -periodic, measurable, with
D

⊂ L (D) denotes the space of functions in L (D) with vanishing mean value, and L2 :=
(L (D))3 . We use the same symbol · for the norm in these spaces, and we define the
following space:
L20

2

2

2

H1h := u ∈ L2 : ∇h u ∈ (L2 (D))6 , ∇ · u ∈ L2 (D), u · n = 0 in H −1/2 (∂D) ,
where n denotes the exterior unit normal vector on ∂D. Note that, since u has divergence
3
1
2
= −∇h · uh = − ∂u
− ∂u
∈ L2 (D). This shows that some extrain L2 (D), we have ∂u
∂x3
∂x1
∂x2
regularity for the vertical component of the velocity is obtained for free.
Theorem 1 Let f ∈ L2 and α > 0. Then, there exists a unique (u, p) ∈ H1h × L20 solution
of (3) and a constant c = c(α), such that:
u + α ∇h u + α ∇u3 + p ≤ c f .
Moreover, the weak solution (u, p) is smoother and satisfies:
∇h u + α ∇h ∇h u + α ∇∇h u3 + ∇p ≤ c f .
Proof We follow an approach similar to that of adding some artificial compressibility. Thus,
for λ > 0, we study the following problem:
u − α 2 h u − λ∇(∇ · u) + ∇p = f in D,
λp + ∇ · u = 0 in D,
u · n = 0 on ∂D.
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Let us define the linear space X := (Hh1 )2 × H01 × L20 . On X2 , we define the family of bilinear forms (parametrized by λ > 0)



2
u · v dx + α
∇h u : ∇h v dx + μ (∇ · u)(∇ · v) dx
aλ (U, V ) :=
D

D



−



p (∇ · v) dx + λ
D

D


p q dx +

D

(∇ · u) q dx,
D

for U = (u, p) and V = (v, q). The bi-linear form aλ (· , ·) is continuous and also coercive
in X2 , since




aλ (U, U ) =
|u|2 dx + α 2 |∇h u|2 dx + μ |∇ · u|2 + λ |p|2 dx,
D

D

D

D

and the latter quantity is equivalent to the norm of X. By using Lax-Milgram lemma (cf. [7]),
for each f ∈ L2 there exists a unique solution Uλ = (uλ , pλ ) ∈ X of the variational problem

f v dx ∀V = (v, q) ∈ X.
find Uλ = (uλ , pλ ) ∈ X : aλ (Uλ , V ) =
D

Moreover, the following estimate is obtained using Uλ as test function:
uλ
2

2

+ α 2 ∇h uλ

2

+ λ ∇ · uλ

2

+ λ pλ

2

f 2
.
2

≤

(4)

This gives immediately estimates which are valid (but not uniform) for each fixed λ > 0.
Next, observe that, in the sense of distributions
∇pλ = f − uλ + α 2 h uλ − λ∇(∇ · uλ ).
Denoting by H −1 = (H01 (D))∗ (the topological dual of H01 (D), the space of functions vanishing on the boundary and with distributional first order derivatives in L2 (D)), we get by
comparison:
∇pλ

H −1

≤ f

H −1

+ uλ

H −1

+ α 2 h uλ

H −1

+ λ ∇(∇ · uλ )

H −1 .

Next, we observe that f H −1 ≤ C f and h uλ H −1 ≤ C ∇h uλ . A similar estimate also
holds for the last term. Hence, by using the well-known inequality
∃c > 0

f

L2

≤ c ∇f

valid for all f ∈ L20 ,

H −1 ,

we obtain that
pλ ≤ c ∇pλ

H −1

≤ c f + uλ + α 2 ∇h uλ + λ ∇ · uλ .

(5)

Adding the square of the latter inequality to both sides of (4), recalling that from (4) the
right-hand side of (5) is bounded uniformly in terms of the data, and with the Schwartz
inequality, we easily obtain
uλ
2

2


+ α 2 ∇h uλ

2

+ λ ∇ · uλ

2

+

1
+λ
2


pλ

2

≤ c f 2.
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The now uniform bounds in λ > 0 allow to find a sequence λn → 0 and a function U =
(u, p) ∈ (Hh1 )3 × L20 such that
weakly

uλn → u in (Hh1 )3

and

weakly

pλ n → p

in L20 .

Moreover, since in the sense of distributions we have ∇ · uλ = −λ pλ , it also follows that
∇ · uλ is bounded uniformly. Consequently (up to a sub-sequence) we can find λn → 0
such that
weakly

uλn → u in H1h

and

weakly

pλ n → p

in L20 .

By passing to the limit in the variational formulation, we obtain that (u, p) ∈ X is the unique
solution of the problem with λ = 0, with the requested estimate in terms of f and α. The
further regularity property follows by standard tools with Nirenberg translations method
(see [3] for further details).

The previous result has an important computational consequence: In our setting the
Helmholtz and Helmholtz-Stokes problem are the same, as it happens in the space-periodic
case. This follows from Proposition 1 below and motivates the name Helmholtz-Stokes. In
particular, in what follows, the operator (I − α 2 h )−1 appearing in all the equations will
always be the Helmholtz operator.
Proposition 1 Let f ∈ L2 (D) with ∇ · f = 0 in D and f · n = 0 on ∂D. Then, the pressure p
in the weak solution (u, p) of problem (3) is identically zero.
Proof Due to the regularity proved in the previous theorem, the calculations we perform are
completely justified and not only formal. Taking the divergence of the first equation in (3),
we get
p = 0

in H −1 ,

since ∇ · u = 0 in L2 (D) and also ∇ · (h u) = 0 in H −1 . The latter follows since h u ∈ L2
and performing suitable integration by parts




∇ · h u, φ = −



h u∇φ dx =
D

∇h u∇∇h φ dx = −
D

∇h (∇ · u)∇h φ dx = 0.
D

Next, taking the scalar product with n on ∂D, we get ∂p/∂n = 0, hence the pressure p ∈
H 1 (D) ∩ L20 solves (weakly) the homogeneous Neumann problem
⎧
⎨p = 0
⎩ ∂p = 0
∂n
whose unique solution is p = 0.

in D,
on ∂D,


What is most important for the understanding of the mathematical properties of solutions
of (2) is the following lemma, which is again based on suitable integration by parts (cf. [4,
11]). Its proof is given in [6].
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Lemma 1 For all sufficiently smooth vector fields w on D, xh -periodic, such that ∇ · w = 0
in D and w · n = 0 on ∂D, the following equality holds:



∇ · (w ⊗ w) + ∇ · (I − α 2 h )−1 α 2 ∇h w∇h wT · (I − α 2 h )w dx = 0.
D

The main result concerning system (2) with κ = 2 is the following.
Theorem 2 Let w0 ∈ H1h and f ∈ L2 (0, T ; L2 ). Then, there exists a solution w (xh -periodic
and vanishing on ∂D) in the sense of distributions to system (2), such that:
w, ∇h w, ∇w3 ∈ L∞ (0, T ; L2 ) ∩ L2 (0, T ; H 1 ).

(6)

Proof We only prove the energy balance, which, together with the usual Galerkin method,
can then be used to prove existence of solutions. By performing certain integrations by parts
(possible by xh -periodicity), we get the following a priori inequality for w:
1 d
2 dt

w

2

+ α 2 ∇h w

2

+

1
Re

∇w

2

+ α 2 ∇∇h w

2

≤ c f 2.

Standard arguments, see, e.g., [14], can then be used to prove that a solution exists. Regu
larity of w3 follows from ∇ · w = 0.
Remark 1 The solution w of (2) has regularity properties which lie “in between” those of
weak and strong solutions for the NSE. (In particular, we are missing the control of ∂x3 w
in L∞ (0, T ; L2 ).) Consequently, we are not able to prove uniqueness within this class of
solutions. In addition, one cannot start a bootstrapping argument to improve the regularity
of w: By using as test function (I − α 2 h )2 wm (the counterpart of the H 2 -estimates in [11]),
one does not get good a priori estimates. Roughly speaking, it seems that multipliers that are
2
good for ∇ · (w ⊗ w) are not good for ∇ · (I − α2 )−1 α 2 ∇h w∇h wT and vice-versa. Based
on these observations, we think that the Rational/Clark-α model (2) is probably not the best
fit (at least from the point of view of uniqueness and stability of solutions) for horizontal
filtering. Indeed, better theoretical results can be proved in the framework of approximate
deconvolution models, à la Stolz & Adams, see [3, 31, 47]. The special expression of the
subfilter-scale stress tensor in these models allows us to prove uniqueness, using the same
multiplier and just the regularity in (6).
2.3 The Horizontal Rational and Clark-α LES Models for the Boussinesq System
In this section, we extend the horizontal Rational/Clark-α model (2) to the Boussinesq system (1). The Boussinesq horizontal Rational/Clark-α LES model reads:
∂t w + ∇ · (w ⊗ w) −


−1 2
α2
1
α
w + ∇ · I − κ h
∇h w∇h wT
Re
4γ
2γ

1 
ρ e3 ,
Fr2
1
ρ  = 0.
∂t ρ  + ∇ · (ρ  w) −
Re Pr
+ ∇q = −

(7)

12
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We note that in (7), the velocity equation is filtered, while that for the salinity is kept unchanged. The main motivation for our approach is that in [6, 41] we have investigated many
different types of subfilter-scale models for the density perturbation equation in the numerical simulation of the lock-exchange problem and found no significant influence on the
mixing curve quantified by the background potential background energy. Thus, in those
studies, we concluded that what really matters for mixing is the subfilter-scale stress tensor
for momentum, which is the focus of the present report. Furthermore, a mathematical motivation for our choice is given by the results in [17], where it was shown that, for nonzero
viscosity and vanishing diffusivity, the classical conditions which ensure regularity of the
Navier-Stokes equations imply the continuation of smooth solutions of (1). In particular,
in regimes where the velocity is under control in scaling invariant norms, the Boussinesq
coupled system has smooth solutions as well.
With the same Galerkin approach of Sect. 2.2, one can prove the following result concerning the solution of the Boussinesq horizontal Rational/Clark-α LES model (7):
Theorem 3 Let (w0 , ρ0 ) ∈ H1h × L2 . Then, there exists a weak solution to (7) (xh -periodic
and with w, ρ  vanishing on ∂D) such that
w, ∇h w, ∇w3 , ρ  ∈ L∞ (0, T ; L2 ) ∩ L2 (0, T ; H 1 ).
The proof is based on the following a priori estimate (obtained by using as test function
((I − α 2 h )w, ρ  ) and by performing some integrations by parts):
1 d
2 dt

w

2

+ ∇ρ 

+ α 2 ∇h w
2

≤ c( ρ 

2

2

+ ρ

2

+

1
Re

∇w

2

+ α 2 ∇∇h w

2

+ f 2 ).

Thus, the energy balance of the Boussinesq horizontal Rational/Clark-α LES model (7)
appears satisfactory.

3 Numerical Results
In this section, we investigate how the Boussinesq horizontal Rational/Clark-α LES models (7) perform in the numerical simulation of 3D turbulent stratified flows. To this end, we
compare the performance of four LES models: (1) the isotropic Rational LES model; (2) the
isotropic Clark-α LES model; (3) the horizontal Rational LES model; and (4) the horizontal
Clark-α LES model—against DNS results. The comparison criterion is simple: the closer
the LES results are to the benchmark DNS results, the better the LES model. To ensure a fair
assessment of the performance of the LES models, we also included under-resolved numerical simulations without any LES modeling, which we denoted by DNS∗ . Thus, it is expected
that the LES models produce results that are, at the very least, better than the DNS∗ results.
All four LES models are tested on the lock-exchange problem, a popular benchmark
problem for the numerical investigation of mixing in stratified flows [10, 25, 40–42]. The
model setup is similar to that in [42], which contains a detailed discussion of the boundary
conditions, initial conditions and parameters used. We now briefly list them; for more details,
the reader is referred to [42].
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3.1 Numerical Model
The numerical study is conducted by using Nek5000, a spectral element code [18, 34, 43]
that was developed by Paul Fischer and his group. Nek5000 has been already used in the
numerical investigation of various LES models in homogeneous flows [27, 28], stratified
flows [40, 41], and bottom gravity currents [39]. These results have formed the basis of refined parameterizations of gravity current mixing for an ocean general circulation model [12,
52].
The time advancement of the Boussinesq equations (1) is effected by using second-order
semi-implicit operator-splitting methods [18, 35]. The hydrodynamics are advanced first,
with explicit treatment of the buoyancy forcing term, followed by the update of the density perturbation transport. Spatial discretization is based on the spectral element method,
which is a high-order weighted residual technique based on compatible velocity and pressure spaces free of spurious modes. Locally, the spectral element mesh is structured, with
the solution, data, and geometry expressed as sums of N th-order Lagrange polynomials on
tensor-products of Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) quadrature points. Globally, the mesh
is an unstructured array of K deformed hexahedral elements and can include geometrically nonconforming elements. For problems having smooth solutions, the spectral element
method achieves exponential convergence with N , despite having only C 0 continuity (which
is advantageous for parallelism). The convection operator exhibits minimal numerical dissipation and dispersion, which is critical for high Reynolds number applications, such as that
we consider in this study. For the sparse linear solvers, Nek5000 employs as a preconditioner the additive overlapping Schwarz method [16, 18, 33], which uses fast local solvers
that exploit the tensor-product form and a parallel coarse-grid solver that scales to thousands
of processors [50].
The nonlinear advection term ∇ · (u ⊗ u) in the Boussinesq equations (1) generates energy at high wave numbers that cannot be captured on the mesh. This can lead to an accumulation of energy at smaller scales. To help achieve numerical stability at high Re without
compromising the solution accuracy, the following two approaches are used in Nek5000:
The first method is dealiasing through the 3/2 rule [15]. The second method, introduced
in [19], is polynomial filtering, in which the coefficient of the highest order basis polynomial is reduced by a β fraction. This will dampen high-frequency oscillations and reduce the
accumulation of energy in the highest wave numbers. In the present study, all computations
are carried out with dealiasing and 5% polynomial filtering (β = 0.05).
We should emphasize that, in our numerical study, the effect of polynomial filtering is
entirely decoupled from the effect of LES modeling. Indeed, in all our numerical tests, when
we compared under-resolved simulations (DNS∗ ) with LES results, we always used the same
spatial resolution, the same temporal resolution, and the same level of polynomial filtering.
Thus, the improvement of the LES results over the DNS∗ results is entirely due to the LES
terms, and not to the polynomial filtering.
3.2 Model Configuration and Parameters
The model setup is similar to that used in [42], which contains a detailed discussion of
the boundary conditions, initial conditions and parameters used. In this section, we mainly
highlight the differences from the setting used in [42].
The computational domain is − L2 ≤ x ≤ L2 , 0 ≤ y ≤ W , and 0 ≤ z ≤ H , where L/H =
2 and W/H = 1. The Froude number, which is a measure of the stratification effects in
1
the flow, is set to Fr = 2− 2 . Thus, in this numerical study, we are mainly concerned with
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weakly stratified flows. The Peclet number can be written as Pe = Re Pr, where Pr = ν/κ is
the Prandtl number. Corresponding to that of heat and water at room temperature, we take
Pr = 7. The Reynolds number Re controls the range of turbulent features and interactions in
the flow field, and as such, is of great interest. In this study, we consider Re = 10,000, which
corresponds to moderately turbulent flows.
The boundary conditions we use in this study are significantly different from those used
in [42]. The main difference is that here we use periodic boundary conditions in both horizontal directions, whereas in [42] we used periodic boundary conditions only in one horizontal direction. The motivation for our choice is that in the mathematical developments in the
previous sections, the domain considered also has periodic boundary conditions in both horizontal directions. Thus, for both velocity and density perturbation fields, we use the following boundary conditions in both horizontal directions: u(x, 0, z) = u(x, W, z); v(x, 0, z) =
v(x, W, z); w(x, 0, z) = w(x, W, z); ρ  (x, 0, z) = ρ  (x, W, z); u(− L2 , y, z) = u( L2 , y, z);
v(− L2 , y, z) = v( L2 , y, z); w(− L2 , y, z) = w( L2 , y, z); ρ  (− L2 , y, z) = ρ  (− L2 , y, z). At the
top and bottom, no-flow and free-slip boundary conditions are used for the velocity components (u, v, w), while no-flux (insulation) conditions are used for the density perturbation

∂u
= 0; ∂w
= 0; (u, v, w) · n = 0; ∂ρ
= 0, where n is the normal to the boundary.
ρ  , i.e., ∂n
∂n
∂n
Numerical experiments are carried out at two different resolutions: (i) a fine resolution
for the DNS run; and (ii) a coarse resolution for the DNS∗ (the under-resolved simulation)
and all the LES models tested. For the fine resolution, we use Kx = 32, Ky = 16, Kz = 16
equally-spaced elements in x, y, z directions, respectively, and a polynomial order N =
10 (corresponding to a number of grid points of n = (Kx N + 1)(Ky N + 1)(Kz N + 1) =
8,320,614). For the coarse resolution, we use Kx = 16, Ky = 8, Kz = 8 equally-spaced
elements in x, y, z directions, respectively, and a polynomial order N = 8 (corresponding to
a number of grid points of n = (Kx N + 1)(Ky N + 1)(Kz N + 1) = 545,025). It was shown
in [42] that the finest resolution used does indeed correspond to DNS, since results do not
change once the mesh is further refined. Numerical results at the finest resolution (i.e., DNS)
are used as benchmark for all the LES models investigated.
The spatial filter scale α for the Rational and Clark-α LES models is computed as follows: α = (xmax ymax zmax )1/3 , where xmax , ymax and zmax are the maximum distances between Lagrange polynomial points in the spectral element discretization. As shown
in Sect. 5.2.4 in [40], in our spectral element model setting, the ratio of the spatial filter scale
to the domain height for the coarse (LES) resolution is α/H ≈ π/(2Kz N ), where N = 8 and
Kz = 8. Thus, we find that α/H ≈ 0.025. On the other hand, from (40) in [40], the ratio of
the Ozmidov scale O to the domain height for the coarse (LES) resolution can be estimated
as O /H ≈ 0.2. Thus, the Ozmidov scale O , which is the energy-containing scale in stratified mixing, is about 8 times larger than the spatial filter scale α. This implies that all the
LES models have a spatial filter scale that is small enough to resolve the Ozmidov scale O .
Another major difference from our previous study in [42] is the total integration time
employed. In the present study, the non-dimensional integration time is T = 46, which is
more than three times larger than the integration time used in [42]. Thus, the integration
time is adequate for multiple sloshings, for the bulk of the turbulent mixing to take place,
and for differences among numerical experiments to become apparent. In addition, in the
current numerical investigation we are able to assess whether long time integration has an
effect on the quality of the results produced by the LES models.
All experiments were run on Virginia Tech’s SystemX, based on 2200 Apple G5 processors with 2.3 GHz and InfiniBand interconnect. For the DNS run, 192 processors were used
and the CPU time was about 100 hours. For the LES runs, 16 processors were used and the
CPU time was about 10 hours.
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The accuracy of the LES models is evaluated through a posteriori testing. The main measure used is the background/reference potential energy (RPE), which represents an appropriate measure for mixing in an enclosed system [51]. RPE is the minimum potential energy
that can be obtained through an adiabatic redistribution of the water masses. To compute
RPE, we use the probability density function approach introduced by [49]. Specifically, we
split the density perturbation field into 51 bins at each time step, and integrate:


H

RP E := gLW

ρ  (zr )zr dzr ,

0


where zr (ρ ) is the height of fluid of density ρ  in the minimum potential energy state. It is
convenient to use the non-dimensional background potential energy
RP E ∗ (t ∗ ) :=

RP E(t ∗ ) − RP E(0)
,
RP E(0)

(8)

which shows the relative increase of the RPE with respect to the initial state by mixing.
Further discussion of the energetics of the lock-exchange problem can be found in [40–42].
Finally, the parameters of the LES models are chosen based on the parameter study conducted in [42].
3.3 Numerical Results
Results of numerical simulations with the four LES models (summarized for clarity in Table 1) are presented in Figs. 1, 2, and 3.
To illustrate the complexity of the mixing process that we investigate, in Fig. 1 we present
snapshots of DNS for the density perturbation ρ  at different times. The DNS time evolution
of the density perturbation will represent the benchmark for all four LES models tested in
this section.
In Fig. 2, we present snapshots of the density perturbation ρ  at t = 3.0 for four models:
horizontal Rational LES model, horizontal Clark-α LES model, DNS, and DNS∗ (underresolved numerical simulation). Notice that all four numerical models produce results that
Table 1 List of the LES models investigated in this study
isotropic Rational (RLES)

isotropic Clark-α (Clark-α)

horizontal Rational (hRLES)

horizontal Clark-α (hClark-α)


−1  2

α2 
α
T
τ RLES = I − 4γ
2γ ∇w∇w

−1  2

α2 
α

σ RLES = I − 4γ
2γ ∇w∇ρ

−1  2

α2 
α
T
τ Clark-α = I − 2γ
2γ ∇w∇w


−1  2
α2 
α

σ Clark-α = I − 2γ
2γ ∇w ∇ρ

−1  2

α2 
α
T
τ hRLES = I − 4γ
h
2γ ∇h w∇h w
−1  2


α2 
α

σ hRLES = I − 4γ
h
2γ ∇h w∇h ρ
−1  2


α2 
α
T
τ hClark-α = I − 2γ
h
2γ ∇h w∇h w
−1  2


α2 
α

σ hClark-α = I − 2γ
h
2γ ∇h w∇h ρ
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Fig. 1 (Color online) Density perturbation snapshots. DNS at: (a) t = 0.8; (b) t = 1.2; (c) t = 3.0;
(d) t = 5.0; and (e) t = 45.0

look similar. This is, however, deceiving, since in [42] it was shown that the under-resolved
numerical simulation DNS∗ does not capture accurately the turbulent mixing in the lockexchange system. Thus, for a reliable assessment of the four LES models investigated in
this section, alternatives to a direct visual inspection of the time evolution of the density
perturbation must be utilized.
The main measure used in the assessment of the accuracy of the LES models in predicting mixing in the lock-exchange problem is the non-dimensional background potential
energy RPE defined in (8), cf. [51]. In Fig. 3 we investigate the ability of the four LES
models to reproduce the RPE curve produced by DNS runs. The comparison criterion is
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Fig. 2 (Color online) Density perturbation snapshots. (a) DNS; (b) DNS∗ (under-resolved numerical simulation); (c) horizontal Clark-α LES model; and (d) horizontal Rational LES model

simple: the closer the LES RPE curve is to the benchmark DNS RPE curve, the better the
LES model. Thus, in contrast to Fig. 2, the RPE curves in Fig. 3 clearly quantify the performance of the LES models tested. RPE curves for six models are plotted in Fig. 3: DNS
(green); DNS∗ —under-resolved simulation—(red); isotropic Rational LES model (blue);
horizontal Rational LES model (+++); isotropic Clark-α LES model (×××); and horizontal Clark-α LES model (000). The best results (i.e., closest to the RPE curve yielded
by the DNS) are obtained with the horizontal Clark-α LES model. The horizontal Rational
LES model also performs well—it gives results that are close to those from the horizontal
Clark-α LES model, especially at the beginning of the simulation, when turbulent mixing is
the most active. In the second part of the simulation, the quality of the RPE curve produced
by the horizontal Rational LES model degrades, although toward the end of the simulation it
improves again. Nevertheless, overall the horizontal Rational and Clark-α LES models perform significantly better than their standard isotropic counterparts (and clearly better than
the under-resolved numerical simulation DNS∗ ). Indeed, the isotropic Clark-α LES model
yields results that are worse than the DNS∗ results (i.e., the numerical simulation on the
coarse mesh without using any LES model). Thus, the isotropic Clark-α LES model is not
appropriate for this setting. The isotropic Rational LES model performs better than DNS∗
for most of the simulation, but degrades toward the end of the simulation. We emphasize
that this behavior was not displayed in our previous studies [41, 42], since there we did not
integrate as long in time as in our present study.
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Fig. 3 (Color online) RPE curves: DNS, DNS∗ (under-resolved numerical simulation), isotropic Clark-α
LES model, horizontal Clark-α LES model, isotropic Rational LES model, and horizontal Rational LES
model

We note that the DNS results in Fig. 3 have not been filtered. From our previous experience with the lock-exchange problem, filtering the DNS data does not change the overall
qualitative results. We believe that this is mainly due to the fact that the spatial filtering
radius α is not too large. In realistic ocean flows, where computational resources become
utterly scarce, however, one needs to consider a very large filtering radius. In this case, one
needs to replace the DNS data in Fig. 3 with its filtered counterpart, where the horizontal
filtering is carried out by convolution with the kernel gα (·) introduced in Sect. 2. We plan to
investigate the effect of replacing DNS data with filtered DNS data in a forthcoming study.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented several analytical and numerical results for two new LES models:
the horizontal Rational and Clark-α LES models. In the derivation of these two LES models,
we employed horizontal spatial filtering instead of the standard isotropic filtering. Thus, the
two horizontal LES models could represent appropriate choices for the numerical simulation
of turbulent flows that display a high degree of spatial anisotropy. One natural application is
mixing in stratified flows, such as those encountered in the ocean. The mathematical results
regarding the horizontal Rational and Clark-α LES models were supported by several numerical experiments that showed that both horizontal LES models perform better than their
standard, isotropic counterparts in approximating mixing in a 3D lock-exchange problem
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at Reynolds number Re = 10,000. One significant difference from our previous preliminary
study [6] is that here we used the anisotropic version of the Helmholtz operator.
The analysis and numerical tests in this report show that the horizontal LES models are
promising and may be used to improve the performances of current LES modeling strategies
for mixing in stratified flows. These new results open new theoretical and numerical research
avenues that we are currently pursuing. The new insight gained from these investigations
might be used in the numerical simulation of mixing in realistic oceanic flows.
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